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About This Game

"Every Ogre must make his own path outside of the clan, but always pay respect to where he came from." - Overlord Gruuga
Wrathsin

Overview

Tale of Enki: Pilgrimage is a story-driven RPG that tells the tale of a young Ogre, Gargan, who's kicked out of his house by
his father for being a layabout. Gargan is determined to prove to his father that he's a true Ogre and sets off on a journey across

the country to retrieve a relic from an ancient Ogre hero. Gargan is joined on his journey by: Rook the aspiring paladin,
Drusilla the cruel demon witch, Twostone the rocky cyclops hermit and Ka-gu the reformed villain and current necromancer.

They all have their own reasons for joining the journey, but it's never smooth and they don't always get along too well.
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Tale of Enki: Pilgrimage is a turn-based RPG with no random battles! It has influences from both Western and Japanese role-
playing games as well as influences from classic pen and paper games like Dungeons and Dragons.

Character-driven plot that won't have you saving any worlds for a change.

Fast-paced battles using our custom Stamina system that lets you take multiple attacks per round.

Over 120 pieces of equipment to use ranging from swords to spells to armour.

Over 50 enemies and bosses to slaughter along your journey from bugs made of fruit to demon lords to the ghostly
spirits of your ancestors.

Dozens of quests where you can help the good folks of the land or abuse your power.

Original art and story all put together in our custom engine.
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The last fight against Joon and Shion is one of my favorite boss battles so far.
Overdrive is really hard and really fun.. The Club is wrecked by the Games for Windows Live. Can't save the game.. When it
says, it's a "true rogue-like" they aren't kidding. Paper Dungeons has many of the aspects of the original rogue, a simple dungeon
crawler randomly generated, with RPG elements and permadeath. This has to be the most rogue-like, rogue-like I've seen on
Steam next to Vulture for NetHack (which was abandon-ware).

However, it's not just a rogue clone; this game has a simple set of classes and progression system that lets you build your
character and still customize it for different styles of play, based on what you find in your adventures. There's also the concept
of different zones, allowing your character to finish one dungeon and go on to another effectively that's thematically slightly
different.

This game shares a lot in common with "I Am Overburdened," including the retro look. However, unlike that game it's not as
linear, allowing you to choose different paths for your adventure. I'd think this game would have more replay value than that
one.

Paper Dungeons is fun, but death comes all too easily. It does suffer from that problem of the original rogue games that if you
are taking a real wailing, it's hard to realize your health meter has just dropped precipitously because you've been plowing
through the rest of one level in your stride.

I'd love to see Steam controller support and maybe a little better UI, perhaps making the magic system more apparent. It is early
access at this point, which means it needs a little more work on graphics, maybe some quest development, and it needs some
work on music, which is highly monotonous. However, good game, and if you are a rogue-like fan well worth the money..
dosent load. A decent add-on for H&D however if you don't have any PK games, get Black Edition because it is better. You are
all incredibly dumb.
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I want to say I was worried that this wouldn't live up to the original which was, in my eyes, one of the best visual novels I've ever
read. But I really wasn't. I knew this game would be good, and they did nothing but prove me right.

You return to the same world, but as the villain of the first game. You learn things about him that change how you think about
him, and change how you experience the first game in a good way.

This story had me on the edge of my seat more than once, and I can honestly say that, despite knowing what happens in the
game this is a prequel to, I had no idea how it was going to end.

The first game was one of my favorite visual novels ever. This one is even better.. Amazing for players of games such as
Command and Conquer and Dawn of War, or simply for amassing large armies.. One of the packs I was hyped for and, did it
deliver?...Sorta. Ninja is meant for stealth but also means fast killing so, let's go to the points:

Crossbows: You get a new arrow type, dipped in poison, less damage, meant for stealth, can be useful for loud, hardly used.

Pistol Crossbow: A secondary, it's the first proper ninja weapon. Range sucks however but, it's totally perfect for stealth. Loud can
be fun with too, if you use the explosive bolts.

Kross Vertex: before Rebalance, this thing was a real demon, even current rebalance somewhat hits very well. Fast and decent
damage. Reloads fairly quick too. But concealment is, not very good. 21 at best. Shame.

Now, one of the main gun, the Lebensauger, number 1 of Mr. 47's assassnation weapon. based on teh WA 2000. It's the first semi
auto sniper in the game. But the reload is extraordinary slow. Like, VERY SLOW. But same same as the lever action sniper and
rattlesnake so, it's quite good. And it's, surprisingly, very concealable. Not on the 20's but, for a sniper, it's very doable.

Last, you get shurikens, before ace of spades cards were added, shurieksn were the first stealth throwable, good for shadow raid or
stealthing, when molotovs or nades\/dynamites got in the way to ruin it. Ofcourse you can still break windows and get spotted.
These shurikens have also been dipped in poison, and deals about 100 damage, and hitting in teh head, can prove fatal, depending
of difficulty. At least you get to see special to puke aswell.

Overall: it's a pack that was supposed to be for stealth, but they all can be served for loud too. They're fun to use so, it's one I can
recommend at full price. But get it discounted too, which is even better.. It is fascinating game. Our job was to click and to give
drinks to people.
That reminds me of funny joke.
Woman walks into a bar with a duck under her arm.
Bartender says, "Hey, where'd you get the pig?"
Woman says, "It's not a pig! It's a duck!"
Bartender says, "I was talking to the duck!". Great RPG\/Dungeon Crawler world with puzzles and traps.
Good artstyle and voice\/music\/sound effects.
Well designed UI.

Editor to make own levels.. very chill, I thought it might have more of a myst puzzel type thing, which it isn't, its a walk around
seeing a space and you collect gems, kinda just to collect them.

Its fun enough, pretty enough, and has a good price point.. Is ridiculous that you have to pay to unlock every wrestler. Wish there
was a star system cause this game could be fun to some people just not to me. travel time to complete missions or trade effectively is
not worth it when you realize every time you die (Which is alot if you happen on a pirate patrol of more than two) you lose all your
cargo ammo for launchers AND your ship if you have it upgraded! Time killer with mild amusment buy at your own risk. Brown
Otter, in the kitchen with a shotgun, best game.

I've had a lot of fun with Otterbash, and its quite a lot of fun to play.. An hour or so of fairly good gamplay, gets repetitive very
fast, even within the timeframe of one game. There's very little content, I could definitely dig this if there was some building to it.
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